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The visit of Huen Tsang
Huen Tsang visited this part of the country in 634 A. D.
.and proceeded from Thaneshwar to Stmghana in Saharanpore
.and across the Ganges to Madawar in the Bijnore district* He
describes Mayura and Mayapur close to Haridwar. He has
,also given vivid description of his journey to Po-hi-ki-mo-pou-
to or Brahampore, which lay 50 miles north of Madawar.
-Cunningham was the first to place Brahmapore in Garhwal
.about which he observes that the Huen Tsang must have
visited it.
It has been pointed out by some historians that Harsha
^extended the sway of his arms upto parts of Uttarakhand and
.annexed it within his territory.
.Signs of early civilisation
The small city kingdoms or scattered principalities which
'Were being administered by indigenous or imported dynasties
were only a passing phenomenon in the history of
'Uttarakhand. The central point of power in the annals of
'• Himalayan history was the rise and fall of Katyari Dynasty,
•the traces of which can be found from the scattered remains
of Lakhamandal, Kharsali, Barahat, Trijugi-Narayan,
Kedarnath, Madhyawaheshwar, Adi-Badri, Dwarahat,
Jageshwar, Bageshwar, Baijnath, Qangolihat, and Champawat.
I had ample opportunity of visiting these temples not once but
.number of times and thus had ample opportunity to evaluate
•their historical importance in the history of Uttarakhand.
The architectural remains of these places when put together
.and placed in right perspective reveal and reflect the perfect
designing and skill of execution of Uttarakhand style which
had taken shape during the reign of Katyuris. The salient
features of this architecture were lotus shaped roof, lion
mounted over the elephant has been projected over lower
.shikharas of the temple which normally covered the audience
hall. The outer walls of the temple were executed either in
.Panch Rath or Sapta-Rath pattern, giving the temples a
cylindrical shape. The main temple is invariably surrounded
by a couple of smaller temples which housed Gods and
<ioddesses of lower intensity.

